Resolution GA/6/1.1

General Assembly Sixth Committee


Topic: “Measures to eliminate national and international terrorism”

Alarmed by the number of casualties caused by terrorism in recent years,

Emphasizing the importance of providing sufficient defense while providing education to developing countries,

Seeking financial aid to fund the elimination of terrorism,

Taking into consideration that past initiatives have helped eliminate terrorism,

Noting with regret that completely abolishing terrorism is nearly impossible with one resolution,

Stressing the importance of the prevention of radicalization,

Convinced that this resolution will greatly relieve the threat of terrorism in states, temporarily, and that it is now up to the countries to develop lower and middle classes, with aid from the UN, by continuing to produce jobs and giving the under-privileged citizens opportunities,

1. Emphasizes the importance of building up counter terrorism defenses and job opportunities in high-risk nations immediately;

2. Calls upon NGOs such as SOCHUM to educate parents in high terrorist group recruitment areas on how to provide basic education to their children; parents will be supplied with school materials to educate the children of the community;

3. Requests that parents then move into jobs, such as agriculture, infrastructure, manufacturing or, teaching others;

4. Trusts that individual countries will increase the use of and advance the technology that is used to review a person’s criminal background before selling them weaponry;

5. Encourages that each country allows its defense military to be properly trained by military forces such as Britain’s MIS, other organizations, and other governments;

6. Confirms that the rights of all members of society are respected and are taken into consideration when enforcing the required and desired laws.